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 
Abstract—A new embedded model for curved thin panels is 
developed in the Transmission Line Modeling (TLM) method. In 
this model, curved panels are first linearized and then embedded 
between adjacent 2D TLM nodes allowing for arbitrary 
positioning between adjacent node centers. The embedded model 
eliminates the necessity for fine discretization thus reducing the 
run time and memory requirements for the calculation. The 
accuracy and convergence of the model are verified by comparing 
the resonant frequencies of an elliptical cylinder formed using 
carbon fiber composite (CFC) materials with those of the 
equivalent metal cylinder. Furthermore, the model is used to 
analyze the shielding performance of CFC airfoil NACA2415.  
 
Index Terms—Carbon Fiber Composite (CFC) Materials, 
Curved Structures, Digital Filter Theory, Shielding Effectiveness 
(SE), Transmission Line Modeling (TLM) method. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
N recent years, carbon fiber composite (CFC) materials have 
received considerable attention in the aerospace and aircraft 
industries, due to their high strength-to-weight ratio and ease of 
fabrication. However, their lower conductivity results in lower 
shielding effectiveness compared to that of metals. A 
considerable amount of work [1]-[3] has been done on 
investigating the shielding effectiveness of CFC materials [4], 
but most of this has been focused on planar CFC panels. 
However, there are a number of instances where the CFC panels 
are curved, such as cylinder-shaped CFC structures used in 
aircraft fuselages [5]-[6]. 
As the CFC structures are usually very thin, a smaller mesh 
size is needed to discretize them within a computational 
electromagnetic simulation, resulting in longer run time and 
more computational overheads. One possible way for modelling 
fine features is to use a non-uniform mesh, which allows the 
small mesh only apply to the areas where fine features are 
present. For example, a multi-grid mesh has been reported in the 
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numerical Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method in 
[7]-[10] and the Transmission Line Modeling Method (TLM) in 
[11]-[14], and a multi-level Octree mesh has been used in the 
CST microwave studio software [15]. However, the number of 
time steps is determined by the smallest mesh size, so the 
computational burden is still heavy.  
An alternative method is to embed them in the mesh without 
actually discretizing them. The mesh size, and consequently the 
time step, is chosen according to the frequency of interest and 
not the smallest feature in the model. This is done in the 
numerical FDTD in [2], where the thin layer is first modeled 
using frequency domain surface impedance formulations, which 
are then transformed to the time domain by applying vector 
fitting (VF) procedures. 
Similarly, the embedding planar panels in the numerical 
Transmission Line Modeling (TLM) method has been reported  
in [16] where an internal boundary condition that allows for 
arbitrary positioning of embedded models in the TLM mesh has 
been presented. The approach uses the Prony method [17] to 
extract frequency domain transfer functions from known 
frequency domain data samples, and then uses a bi-linear 
transform to obtain the time domain response. The disadvantage 
of this approach is that the Prony method requires a correct 
choice of the number of poles for good approximation and 
needs to deal with inverse matrix problems. To avoid using the 
Prony method, an embedded model for a thin planar layer in the 
TLM method has recently been reported [18], where the 
analytical expansions of cotangent and cosecant functions in the 
admittance matrix of the thin layer are used to efficiently obtain 
its frequency response. 
Modeling of curved boundaries using a structured mesh is a 
more demanding problem that requires fine mesh sizes to 
resolve the curvature of objects and in order to reduce the 
numerical noise that arises from piece-wise discretization. 
Additional constraints on the mesh size are placed when the 
thickness is much smaller than other physical dimensions of the 
curved object. In this paper the approach presented in [18] is 
extended to modeling thin curved panels, which can be 
composed of ideal or lossy dielectric materials. Embedding of 
the curved thin panels in the TLM mesh is done firstly, by 
approximating the panels using a piece-wise linearization and 
secondly, embedding the linearized segments between adjacent 
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nodes allowing for arbitrary placement between the nodes. A 
three-layer planar stack is introduced to allow for arbitrary 
model placement between TLM nodes. The frequency response 
of the three-layer stack is transformed to the time domain by 
using an inverse Z transform and general digital filter technique 
as in [18], which results in a slight modification of the TLM 
algorithm.  
The structure of the paper is as follows: In section II a short 
overview of the two-dimensional (2D) TLM method is given 
together with the description of the embedded model for curved 
CFC structures. The validation of the model is presented in 
Section III and the application of the model in modeling the 
shielding effectiveness of a CFC airfoil with and without gaps is 
presented in section IV. Section V outlines the main conclusions 
of the paper. 
 
II. CURVED CFC MODEL IN THE TLM 
In this section, the basis of the 2D TLM method is outlined, 
together with the approach for embedding thin curved panels 
within the square TLM mesh.  
The TLM method [19] is a time-domain electromagnetic 
simulation technique, which is based on the analogy between 
the electromagnetic fields and electric circuits. It can be used to 
model a range of materials, including frequency-dependent 
[20], anisotropic [21] and nonlinear [22] materials. TLM 
methods based on both structured and unstructured meshes, as 
[23]-[24], have been reported.  
In the 2D TLM model, free space is modeled by using two 
different nodes: the series node shown in Fig.1 (a) and the shunt 
node shown in Fig.1 (b). As shown in Fig.1, the series and shunt 
TLM nodes are represented by four ports, 1, 2, 3 and 4. At each 
port the total voltage is represented as a sum of incident 
voltages, e.g. 
iiii
VandVVV
4321
,, , and reflected voltages, e.g. 
rrrr
VandVVV
4321
,, . 
TL
Z  is the characteristic impedance of each 
transmission line. In the series node, ,2/
0
ZZ
TL
  where 
0
Z  
is the characteristic impedance of free space, while in the shunt 
node, 
0
2ZZ
TL
 . 
The TLM algorithm consists of three distinct steps namely, 
initialization, scattering and connection. The total voltage on 
link lines is a summation of incident and reflected voltages. In 
the initiation phase the incident voltages on TLM nodes are 
obtained. In the scattering phase the voltages reflected from the 
node are calculated and in the connection phase the reflected 
voltages on the link lines become incident on the link lines of 
neighboring nodes. This process is repeated as required. For the 
full details of the TLM algorithm the reader is referred to [19]. 
 
 
 
Fig.1  (a) the series TLM node (b) the shunt TLM node in the 2D TLM model. 
 
Fig.2 shows the schematic of a curved thin film, represented 
by the solid curve (green), positioned within a coarse mesh of 
size dl, represented by dashed lines (black). The solid cross 
lines (red) represent the transmission link lines along which the 
voltages travel, and the point of their intersection is defined as 
the TLM node center. The curved thin film is firstly 
approximated by linear piece-wise segments, represented by 
dash-dot lines (blue), each of which can be viewed as a planar 
thin film. The linearization is done by connecting the crossing 
points of the arc and the link lines of the nodes. The crossing 
point can be either exactly between two nodes (point A on Fig.2 
(b)) or can split the transmission line of a node at an arbitrary 
position (point B in Fig.2 (b)). The curved panel thus needs to 
be embedded at each crossing point. If the arc is defined by a 
function )(xfy  , then the position of points A and B in an 
arbitrary node ),(
yx
nn  can be expressed as )(,( dlnfdln
xx
  
and )),(( 1 dlndlnf
yy
 , respectively. 
 
 
Fig.2  (a) A curved CFC structure embedded between 2D TLM nodes (b) The 
enlarged node ),(
yx
nn . 
 
At the crossing point A, the curved panel is modeled and 
embedded as a transmission line positioned centrally between 
the two adjacent nodes with coordinates ),(
yx
nn  and 
)1,( 
yx
nn , which is done by modifying the TLM’s connection 
process as in [18]. However, at the crossing point B, the curved 
panel splits the transmission link line at the right side of the node 
),(
yx
nn  into two segments of lengths l1 and l2. In this case, the 
whole section of transmission line together with the section of 
the curved panel is modeled and embedded as a three-layer 
stack whereby the curved panel is sandwiched between two 
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sections of transmission lines of lengths l1 and l2 as shown in 
Fig.3.  
Fig.3 shows the three-layer stack embedded between two 2D 
series nodes ),(
yx
nn  and ),1(
yx
nn  , where the two shaded 
layers represent the transmission lines of the node and the 
middle layer (blue) represents the curved panel. In the figure, 
i
x
V
4
 and 
r
x
V
4
 are the incident and reflected voltages at port 4 of 
the node ),(
yx
nn , while 
i
x
V
21
 and 
r
x
V
21
 are the incident and 
reflected voltages at port 2 of the node ),1(
yx
nn  . 
 
 
Fig. 3.  Two layers of air together with the planar thin film are composed of a 
three-layer stack embedded between two adjacent 2D nodes.  
 
The transmission line model of this three-layer stack 
embedded between two TLM nodes is shown in Fig.4. 
Transmission lines of lengths 1l  and 2l are, in this case, made of 
air but in general can represent any material parameters.  
 
 
Fig. 4.  Transmission line model of the three-layer stack embedded between two 
TLM nodes.  
 
The admittance matrix of each layer in the three-layer stack 
can be expressed as [18], [25] 
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where 000 /Y  is the admittance of the air layer, and 1  
and 2  are the electrical lengths of the two layers of air, 
described as  
 
00

ii
l , 2,1i  (4) 
 
where   is the angular frequency. 
The electrical length of the thin film that represents the 
curved panel is LCdt    where d  is the thickness of the 
film and LCYt /  is the admittance of the thin film where L 
and C can be expressed as in [19] 
 
 jL m / ,  jC e / . (5) 
 
Combining equations (1), (2) and (3), the linear matrix 
equations (6) can be obtained.  
The terms of the left hand side of equation (6) are known and 
are 
 
r
xTL VyI 44 2  , 
r
xTL VyI 2)1(2 2  . 
 
The unknown voltages on its right side, 
bax
VVV ,,
4
 and 
2)1(
V
x
, 
can be solved using an iterative matrix solver based on the 
Gauss-Seidel method [26]. These solutions are given in the 
frequency domain and need to be transferred into the time 
domain to enable time-stepping of the TLM code. This is done 
by using an inverse Z-transform and digital filter theory.  
In order to do that, the cotangent and cosecant functions in 
equations (1)-(3) are expanded as an infinite summation in the 
form [27] 
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where N denotes the number of terms in the expansion and 
determines the accuracy of the expansion.  
With this expansion in place, the solutions of equation (6) i.e. 
bax VVV ,,4 and 2)1( Vx  are first transferred to the s-domain 
using the transformation s=j and then to the Z-domain using 
the transformation  
 
1
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The final solutions are expressed in the time domain using the 
inverse Z transform and general digital filter theory as in [18]. 
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III. VALIDATIONS 
In this section the proposed model for embedding thin curved 
panels is used to extract the resonant frequencies of metal and 
CFC elliptical cylinders. Results obtained are compared against 
the known analytical values for the metal elliptical cylinder.  
In order to investigate the accuracy of the linearization of the 
curved panel, the resonant frequencies of a metal elliptical 
cylinder with a major axis a = 10 cm and minor axis b = 6.614 
cm [28] are considered. As the cylinder is metallic the curved 
panel model shown in Fig. 4 reduces to only one transmission 
line which is terminated with a metal boundary. An input signal 
in the form of a delta pulse was launched from a point source 
located at the point (0.1 m, 0.06 m). The TLM simulation was 
run for 5102   time steps. Both TE and TM polarizations were 
considered. 
Fig.5 shows the percentage errors between TLM and 
analytical resonant frequencies for the first six TE and TM 
modes for different discretizations, represented as the ratio 
dlb / . The analytical values of the metal elliptical cylinder are 
taken from [28]. Fig.5 indicates that TLM results show good 
agreement with the analytical ones.  
 
 
Fig. 5.  The percentage errors in the resonant frequencies for TE and TM modes 
of metal elliptical cylinder. 
 
As said in the reference [29], if the conductivity of the 
elliptical cylinder wall is finite but very large, the fields inside 
such structures have the same forms as those in the metal 
structure. Therefore, the resonant frequencies of the CFC 
cylinder are compared with those of metal cylinder for 
verification. Fig.6 compares the relative differences in resonant 
frequencies of the CFC cylinder and metal cylindrical resonator. 
The CFC material was modeled as a linear and isotropic 
medium, characterized by constant effective conductivity and 
permittivity [1]. The CFC parameters were chosen as in [2] with 
effective permittivity 2
r
 , conductivity mS
e
/10000   
and thickness mmd 1 . The CFC structure was embedded in 
the 2D TLM mesh using the model described in section II. The 
2D computation window was set to cmcm 2640  , and 
terminated with matched boundaries [19]. The number of time 
steps used in the calculation was 5102  . 
Fig.6 shows the relative differences in the resonant 
frequencies of the first six TE and TM modes of the CFC and 
metal elliptical cylinder for different mesh sizes represented by 
the dlb /  parameter.  
 
 
Fig. 6.  The relative differences of the resonant frequencies for TE and TM 
modes in the CFC elliptical cylinder and metal elliptical cylinder. 
 
It can be seen that the relative differences in the even (e) and 
odd (o) TE11 mode resonant frequencies converge to around 
0.7% and the relative differences in the even TE01 mode 
resonant frequencies converge to around 0.5% as the mesh size 
decreases. Fig.6 also indicates that the relative differences in the 
even TM11 mode resonant frequencies converge to around 
1.56% and the relative differences in the odd TM11 and even 
TM01 mode resonant frequencies converge to around 0.2% as 
the mesh size decreases. Fig.6 confirms that the resonant 
frequencies of the CFC resonator are close to those of the metal 
resonator, confirming the metal-like properties of the CFC 
material.  
Table I further compares the resonant frequencies of the 
metallic and CFC elliptical cylinder for the first six modes when 
the mesh size dl = 0.8 mm ( 7.82/ dlb ). It can be seen that the 
relative differences in the resonant frequencies of the CFC 
cylinder and metal cylinder are very small and within 1.56%.  
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TABLE I 
The resonant frequencies for the six lowest modes of an elliptical CFC cylinder 
compared to those of an elliptical metal cylinder 
Modes 
Resonant Frequency (GHz) Relative 
Difference 
(%) 
Metal elliptical 
cylinder 
CFC elliptical 
cylinder 
Even TE11 0.889 0.883 0.67 
Odd TE11 1.30 1.291 0.69 
Even TM01 1.467 1.465 0.14 
Even TM11 2.124 2.091 1.56 
Even TE01 2.50 2.487 0.52 
Odd TM11 2.554 2.549 0.20 
 
IV. APPLICATIONS 
In this section the embedded model is applied to analyze the 
shielding performance of a CFC airfoil structure. Furthermore, 
the impact of small gaps in the airfoil structure on the shielding 
effectiveness is also investigated. 
A. Shielding performance of a CFC airfoil structure 
The profile of an airfoil structure is taken from the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) report [30]. An 
airfoil with the profile NACA2415 from the NACA four-digit 
series is taken as an example. 
In the NACA four-digit series, the first digit specifies the 
maximum camber ( m ) in percentage of the chord (airfoil length 
c ); the second digit indicates the position of the maximum 
camber along the chord ( p ) in tenths of chord; the last two 
digits provide the maximum airfoil thickness ( t ) in percentage 
of chord. 
In the example of the airfoil NACA2415, the airfoil length 
c was chosen as 1m. It has a maximum thickness t = 0.15 m with 
a camber m = 0.02 m located 0.4 m back from the airfoil leading 
edge. Based on these values, the coordinates for the entire 
airfoil can be computed using the analytical equations reported 
in [28]. Fig.7 shows the profile of the airfoil NACA2415 
modeled using the TLM method, with a computational window 
size of 0.3m1.2m  terminated with matched boundary 
conditions. The parameters of the CFC materials were chosen as 
before: effective permittivity 2
r
 , conductivity 
mS
e
/10000 , and thickness mmd 1 . 
 
 
Fig. 7.  The CFC airfoil NACA2415 modeled by TLM 
 
In the model, 2D shunt nodes were used to model free space. 
A TE polarized plane wave was used as an excitation, 
propagating from y = 0 to y = 0.3 m. The electric field shielding 
effectiveness 
E
SE  is defined as in [31]:  
 
| ),E/(|log20
10
withwithout
E
ESE   (8) 
 
in which withwithout EE ,  are the magnitudes of the electric field 
component in the same point without and with the shield, 
respectively.  
The magnitude of the electric Ez field is observed at four 
points along the chord, i.e. P1 (0.3 m, 0.15 m), P2 (0.5 m, 0.15 
m), P3 (0.7 m, 0.15 m), and P4 (0.9 m, 0.15 m) as shown in 
Fig.7, with and without the CFC airfoil. The shielding 
effectiveness (SE) is computed at these four specific points 
along the chord. Fig. 8 shows the electric field shielding 
effectiveness of the CFC airfoil NACA2415 at the points P1, P2, 
P3 and P4 in the frequency range from 1 GHz to 2 GHz. The 
TLM mesh size used is mm2dl . It can be seen that the SE of 
the airfoil becomes much smaller at certain frequencies due to 
resonance effects [32]. Fig. 8 also indicates that the SE at the 
points P1 and P2 are similar in the frequency range from 1 GHz 
to 2 GHz, while the SE at the point P3 is higher than that at the 
points P1 and P2 at the frequencies below 1.2 GHz and the SE at 
the point P4 is much higher than that at the points P1 and P2 at 
the frequencies below 1.7 GHz. At higher frequencies, the SE is 
very similar at the four points because the existence of the 
higher modes contributes to an even distribution of the electric 
field in the structure. 
 
 
Fig. 8.  The electric field shielding effectiveness of the CFC airfoil NACA2415. 
 
To explain the lower SE at the points P1 and P2 at lower 
frequencies, compared to that at the points P3 and P4, the 
scattering of the CFC airfoil NACA2415 when illuminated by 
the TE wave at GHzf 063.1
1
  is shown in Fig.9. The electric 
field intensity in the 2D space at the time step of 410 is plotted in 
dB. As shown in the figure, due to the non-metallic properties of 
the CFC panel, the electric field penetrates the airfoil and 
excites the first resonant mode. The center of the resonant mode 
is near the points P1 and P2, leading to the lower shielding 
effectiveness at these points at 1.063 GHz. The resonance has 
little effect on the electric field at the point P4 so the SE at the 
point P4 is high.  
It is emphasized that the field is shown on a logarithmic scale 
and that the intensity of the field inside the CFC airfoil is small 
compared to that of the excitation wave, as shown in Fig.9.  
 
f2 
f3 f4 f1 
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Fig. 9.  The scattering of the CFC airfoil NACA2415 upon the 1.063 GHz TE 
wave illumination. The plot shows electric field intensity on a dB scale. 
 
In order to show the convergence of the proposed model, the 
first four resonant frequencies of the CFC airfoil (labeled as f1, 
f2, f3 and f4 in Fig.8) were calculated using different mesh sizes 
and are shown in Fig.10 as a function of dlt / . The figure 
indicates that as the mesh size decreases, all four resonant 
frequencies converge.  
 
 
Fig. 10.  The first four resonant frequencies of the CFC airfoil NACA2415 
against t/dl. 
 
 
B. Shielding performance of CFC airfoil structure with gaps 
Imperfections on the airfoil, such as gaps, even if very small, 
can affect the SE of the structure [33]. This section investigates 
the impact of the gaps on the SE of the CFC airfoil.  
The same CFC airfoil NACA2415 is used and the gap is 
positioned in the downside of the structure at mx 9.0 . Two 
examples were chosen, one with a gap of 2 mm and the other 
with a gap of 6 mm. The excitation of the problem is the same as 
that for Fig.8. The shielding effectiveness at the points P1 and 
P4 along the chord of the CFC airfoil is computed and shown in 
Fig. 11 (a) and (b), respectively, for two different size gaps in 
the airfoils and compared to the case of no gaps in the range 
from 1 GHz to 2 GHz.  
Fig.11 (a) shows when the frequency is below 1.1 GHz, the 
gaps in the airfoil do not affect the SE at the point P1. However, 
as the frequency increases, the SE at the point P1 decreases 
rapidly for both airfoils with 2 mm and 6 mm gaps compared to 
the case of no gaps in the airfoil. For example, at the seventh 
resonant frequency (1.883 GHz), the shielding effectiveness of 
the airfoils with 2 mm and 6 mm gaps is around 25 dB and 14 dB, 
respectively, compared to 45 dB with the case of no gaps. This 
can be explained by the fact that at higher frequencies, the 
shorter wavelength of the signal results in an increased 
penetration of fields through the gap, which change the field 
distribution in the airfoil. 
Different from the SE at the point P1, the SE at the point P4 is 
greatly influenced by the gaps in the airfoil as shown in Fig.11 
(b). The SE at the point P4 is drastically reduced in the 
frequency range from 1 GHz to 2 GHz, for both airfoils with 2 
mm and 6 mm gaps compared to the case of no gaps in the airfoil. 
The reduction of the SE at the point P4 is more prominent at the 
lower frequency. For example, at 1.063 GHz, the SE at the point 
P4 of the airfoil with 2 mm and 6 mm gaps is reduced by around 
40 dB and 50 dB, respectively, compared to that of the airfoil 
without gaps. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 11.  The shielding effectiveness of the CFC airfoil NACA2415 with no 
gap, a 2 mm gap and 6 mm gap (a) at the point P1 and (b) at the point P4.  
 
To explain the prominent reduction of the SE at the point P4 
at lower frequencies, the scattering of the CFC airfoil 
NACA2415 with a 2 mm hole under illumination from a TE 
wave at GHzf 063.1
1
  is shown in Fig.12. The electric field 
intensity in the 2D space at the time step of 410 is plotted in dB. 
It can be seen that the small gap allows the incident field to more 
readily couple with the inside of the airfoil. Compared to Fig. 9, 
the field intensity is increased at the tail of the airfoil, resulting 
in reduced shielding performance of the airfoil at the point P4. 
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Comparison of Fig.12 and Fig.9 indicates that the field 
penetrating through the gap does not greatly perturb the 
resonant field at point P1 at 1.063 GHz, so the SE at that point is 
not significantly affected by the gap, as seen in Fig.11 (a). 
 
 
Fig. 12.  The scattering of the CFC airfoil NACA2415 with 2 mm gap in the 
1.063 GHz TE wave illumination. The plot shows electric field intensity on a 
dB scale. 
 
V. CONCLUSION 
An approach for embedding curved thin panels within a 
structured TLM mesh is presented in this paper. The method is 
applied to the case of lossy CFC panels, although any type of 
dielectric can be included. The implementation is done by 
firstly, linearizing the curvature of the panel and secondly, 
representing the panels as three-layer transmission lines to allow 
for arbitrary positioning of the panel within the mesh.   
The model is validated by firstly comparing the resonant 
frequencies of a metallic 2D elliptical resonator with analytical 
values to verify the accuracy of the linearization. The difference 
between the CFC and metallic elliptical resonator has also been 
obtained confirming good metallic properties of the CFC 
material. Finally the model is applied to analyze the shielding 
performance of a CFC airfoil NACA2415 structure. The impact 
of the small gap in the CFC airfoil on the SE is also reported, 
showing considerable worsening in the SE performance.  
The generality of the approach suggests that extension to 3D 
problems is possible in future work. 
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